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AGM Nov 19th, Get your motions in early..to Diane or Ian

from Chairman Ian

86 not out
Better than an Australian
cricket score and to prove
the point, Trowie celebrated
his 86th birthday with a trip
with Ed up the 886m Pen y
Fan in the Brecon Beacons.
This followed a celebration
birthday dinner held at the Greyhound in
Hinckley attended by more than 35 past and
present HMC‘ers

As we move into 'summer' with the
full range of the British weather
seemingly available in a single day,
at least the long daylight hours allow
for more time for club members to
enjoy the great outdoors. Be that on
a Wednesday daytime 'Saga Lout'
walk, a Wednesday evening one
lead by Ed or Ted, the climbing guys
on a Saturday or Sunday or a hut
weekend. Sadly, Annette and I had
to miss a couple of these earlier in
the year due to moving house and
family commitments, but we did
make Edale for the day to enjoy 16
miles up and around the back of
Kinder Scout. Our little dog, Lexi,
managed the whole thing, but
limped so sorrowfully out of the pub
at the end, I had to carry her back to
the hut! Next day she was ready to
go again though.
At the clubs 35th dinner celebration,
it was my pleasure to officially
announce Dave Gair as the new
club president, after the votes had
been counted by Mark Hardy. Dave
takes over the reins from four years

of excellent stewardship by Ian 'Ed'
Edwards. The first point of order was
to assure Dave that the Catering
Corps would continue to provide the
new president with the same service
enjoyed by the outgoing one for the
annual Presidentʼs meet meal.
The year started well with a hut
meet in the Brecon Beacons,
although someone did manage to
leave a car window open when it
snowed overnight.
Subsequent hut meets have been
well attended, with some great
routes of varying difficulty
completed by members despite
some poor weather, particularly at
Rydd Duu and Glencoe, the latter
where it rained nearly all week!
This year has not been without
upheaval though, for the club.
Despite some good leading,
introductions to climbing and
sessions at local 'walls' being carried
out by a number of members, it is
clear that this wasn't always meeting
current or aspiring club climbersʼ
needs. An initiative, lead by Ed and
his passion for the club, to find away
cont next page

Magic Lantern Show.
Thurs Oct 29 at the New Plough.

Following last years photo show, there will another chance to show off
your best pics..but not the same ones and hopefully snappers can give a
commentary on their pictures. No prizes but you might get some
applause. About a dozen photos per person should do the trick.
In this issue, Spain, Scotland, Edale, First Tuesday climbing meets and
weekend meets, Geof on the buses, Wednesday Pub Walks, Presidents
Meet Menu. 35th anniversary dinner and some on their bikes took part
in a Tour de France. Also Wales loses a mountain and some bear facts.
Don’t forget the Presidents Meet ( Oct 9th 10th) Menu. Needs to be
forwarded to President Dave with monies.
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Looking forward to October’s Presidents Meet,
HMC’s very own Saga Stompers rehearse to get the party going
with a swing. If you rather they didn’t, offers of beer might stop
them. Menu Page 7.

leading to activities that should help this arm of the club
move forward.
There being no 'overseas' summer meet this year means
that the remaining hut meets in the UK are where we, as a
club, are likely to congregate in numbers 'in the wild'. These
are a great opportunity to take on the challenges we set
ourselves, be that walking, climbing or cycling in some of
the country's greatest areas and then swap tales over a
meal and a beverage. At these meets, 'cook-ins' by the
catering corps prove very popular as well as often saving a
car drive, being low cost and a chance to share the days
events. Personally, I feel these are a great way to spend a
weekend and there is always someone to talk or listen to
regarding the accomplishments of the day and pick up tips
and information on walking or climbing routes to try - or
avoid! Be there or miss out! Book early with Ed though, as
the popular destinations get booked quickly.

Oops, snow joke! in the Brecons

There are also other events planned between now and the
end of the year, such as the photo evening. Watch out for
announcements in this edition of the club newsletter from
Sue, Ed or Ted.
Remember to take care when enjoying the outdoors and
watch out for those who may need a helpful pointer or word
of advice. It may not get a warm reception, but you will have
done the right thing and as a club member, being an
ambassador for some of the things we stand for responsible enjoyment of the great outdoors by everyone.

forward, has started a process to try and get a nucleus of
climbers going who will want to be part of the club and help
bring on the next generation. Perhaps this may not be the
way everyone would like or want, but changes are a fact of
life and the initial meeting was in the main, very positive,

take care,
Ian

LOST. ONE WELSH MOUNTAIN
Yes it seems to be true, Wales has lost a mountain.
Moelwyn Mawr North Ridge Top, (2123ft) near Blaenau Ffestiniog has lost out
being a mountain by 23mm, yes 23 mm, thats an inch in real money. Some
smart arses with the latest GPS surveying kit have measured it and downgraded
it to a hill.
It all depends of course on the criteria for being a mountain, the Ordnance
Survey say that if its over 2000ft its a mountain, under, its a hill. In this case it
was a “Nuttall” whose definition is that there needs to be 15m (50 foot) difference
between it and the next summit. It now falls short by that inch in height difference. So all you Nuttall baggers
will need to untick that one. Not sure if that means walking uphill backwards or not.
If you want to be totally bored by this new survey go to http://www.hill-bagging.co.uk/surveys/Survey%20of
%20Moelwyn%20Mawr%20North%20Ridge%20Top.pdf
One wonders where it will all end, until all mountains including the Scottish Munros are resurveyed using this
kit it’s not really relevant. Some one will come along later and challenge it and there is an accepted theory
that due to tectonic plate movement as the east coast sinks the west coast is rising so perhaps in a few
thousand years it will re qualify.
The other definition of a mountain is...If you can walk up it with your hands in your pockets its a hill, if you
need hands..its a mountain.
Ted, found this story in the Daily Telegraph, alongside story of Ramblers and Hillwalkers being put into danger due to
new greener bullets used to shoot deer. But thats another story.
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First Tuesday of the Month and Outside Climbing Meets

Gavin, Arran, Gianluca and Stacey

Chris, Nigel and Gianluca

After discussions at a recent climbing meeting, it was felt that we needed to instigate some regular climbing
meets, with at least one meet a month at a local wall, and one outside on the crag – if only to “regularise” our
activities as a club. This would be to compliment the regular meets that our climbers take part in on an ad hoc
basis and also give our guys, and more importantly newbies, a date and time to focus on.
With this in mind, we’ve now had a couple of sessions at The Bear Rock, at Warwick Uni and I was encouraged by
the excellent turn-out and enthusiasm from all concerned. It was also pleasing to see some of our ex-members
joining in with us and showing their support in our new initiatives.
Our first “outdoor” meet was to head to Stanage,
but as promised, if the weather was crap, we’d head
for a wall. We ended up at The Climbing Station,
Loughborough where a gang of around 12 of us
spent a cracking afternoon and again, great to see
some old and new faces supporting us.
Our last outdoor meet saw Arran, Gavin, Gianluca
and others at Stanage in fine weather and they’ve
posted some great pics on our Facebook site - sign
up if you haven’t already.
August could be challenging due to the holiday
season, but it would appear that Bear Rock is the
favoured wall (turning out to be most Tuesdays) and
we’ll have another “outdoor” meet (venue to be
confirmed). No doubt over the winter, The Tower

Bear Rock, Warwick Uni

and other walls will be used.
In addition to the “organised” meets, if you want to encourage more climbers to join you’re trip, either post on
the forum, our Facebook site, or email me and I’ll assist in co-ordination, lifts, promotion or whatever – “every
little helps”.
Many thanks to all those who have contributed to getting things together and showing that, with a little effort
and goodwill, we can - and have, a great climbing section.
Ed (Meets Sec)
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Climbing Course for Newbies and Novices.
To encourage new members we have decided to offer one (maybe two,
depending on interest) courses to be held at The Climbing Station,
Loughborough, sometime around Sept and Oct. They will supply the
kit and instruction, tailored to our specification, and in return we will
offer reduced membership of the club for the rest of 2015 (should
they wish to join), and a significant reduction in the course fee
(normally £15). Existing club members may also take advantage of the
course too.
If you know of anyone who may be interested, please
contact any committee member asap.

Not a newbie or a novice, Sarah at the Bear.
Meetup website: “Just Rock Up and……
Many of you may be aware that we have signed the club up to become a member of the Meetup website.
Meetup is an online social networking portal that facilitates offline group meetings in various localities
around the world (Hinckley!). Meetup allows members to find and join groups unified by a common
interest… like climbing and walking!
We joined the site after a suggestion in the BMC Summit magazine on ways of finding new members and
giving the club a wider appeal.
During the first six weeks we have attracted over 60 members that have signed up to the HMC “Just Rock
Up” website and are interested in our activities. Each meet that we hold, be it the Wed walks; Club nights on
Thurs, Climbing meets, Hut meets etc etc, is notified by email to each person as and when they crop up (very
American, and if you don’t want loads of emails on stuff you already know, don’t sign up!).

Junior Climbing Section!
Well not really, but why not bring the kids along to the
climbing meets. Ellie, Nathanʼs daughter and Ben were
at the Loughborough Wall Sunday meet. OK, they need
to be supervised one way or the other by their own
parents, not that club members wonʼt help, after all most
of them but not all, were children themselves, but there
are probable legal implications to think about

Ellie concentrates on her bouldering technique
while Ben seems star struck looking at the
camera but (above) Ben shows off.
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On the Rocks
Note from Ted, No one puts routes on the HMC website anymore and instead use Facebook.
This is fine but rarely are there any route descriptions,, i.e., route, grade, weather, who led what,
and all that stuff. This is a pity as I’m sure many readers of “ON” would take some interest
especially as there has been a resurgence of climbing in he past few months.
Pictures have been splendid and I have taken some off for this page but despite what is said
about Facebook, The Cloud and other on line storage, pictures soon get forgotten as the latest
items take over. The idea of this page (On the Rocks) is that routes and pictures can be brought
together and kept in the club archives.
Although most members get their copy online paper copies are kept in the club records. So
please, use Facebook but put some details with the photos, so that I can lift them for these
pages. Ta.

Hedda (above) and Claire (below)

Claire and Stan

Arran Child and
Gavin Moore at
Symonds Yat (East)
look wet!
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Uppingham then home via Leicester. (5 Buses 5
hours. 6.5 miles of walking. 8hr day)

The Rutland Round on
the Buses

Day 4. Wednesday 3rd September 2014. I was on
the bus to Leicester at 0735 Uppingham at 1025 and
Lyddington at 1030. The day was clear and dry, the
ground firm giving good walking. Leaving
Lyddington the route gradually climbed up by a
wood to a good track to Seaton. Then it was off to
Morcott for lunch at the pub. Sounded nice advice
given in the Guide Book, only problem it was shut
down. My last village of the day was Barrowden.
There is a lovely pub which looks out over the duck
pond in the middle of the village. When I arrived
there so did my bus. The bus won, time for home. ( 6
buses 4.5 hours. 6.25 miles of walking. 9hr day)

After a couple of years of
finishing the Leicester Round it
was time for me to clear the dust
of my bus pass, clean my walking boots and do soon
serious research and planning for the 65 mile
circular walk around Rutland.
My first plan was to walk the Round in five sections
but this failed on day one. Instead of walking the 14
mile section I could only manage 8 miles. Luckily for
me I was at Belton in Rutland which is on the bus
route back to Leicester.
My plans changed during the stages of the walk, I am
now on Plan 5 with three sections remaining. The
main difference between this walk and the Leicester
Round is that I am spending more time on the buses
and less on the walk. Anyway enough of this
introduction let me start the walk.

Day 5. Wednesday 1st October 2014. Today’s walk
was going to be from Barrowden to Ketton, instead I
stretched it out to Normington by Rutland water.
Left Hinckley at 0710 arrived at Barrowden for 1038.
The walk wound its way through open fields and
woods to Tixover. It then continued along the A47
for a short way to Grange. From here the route heads
north to Ketton. I arrived here at 1230 another 3.75
miles and I would be at Rutland water where I could
catch the 1500 Stamford bus. Then start my journey
home.

Day 1. Monday 18th August 2014. Left home at
0615 for Leicester, then to Uppingham and finally to
Oakham on the Rutland Flyer arriving at 0959, ( a
nice gentle 4 hour ride).
The sun was shining, clear skies with a gentle
breeze. From Oakham I walked to the villages of
Egleton, Brooke, Braunston and finished at Belton.
There I caught the bus back to Leicester and then
home. ( 5 buses 6 hours and 8.75 miles of walking.
10 hr day)

(7 buses 7 hours 10.5 miles of walking 11 hr day)
Day 6. Friday 10th July 2015. I arrived at
Normington for 1100. I walked along the side of
Rutland water, across the dam and on to Eppingham.
From here I walked through woods to a high ridge
and along to the village of Tickencote. From here it
was just half a mile to Great Casterton with the bus
stop opposite the Plough Pub. The 50 minute wait
for the bus could have been used in the pub, but this
is now shut down! (7 buses 7 hours 6 miles of
walking 10hr day)

Day 2. Friday 22nd August 2014. This was from
Belton to Uppingham a gentle 4.5 mile walk. The
Hinckley bus left at 0900 arriving at Leicester for
1000. The next bus dropped me off at the village
Belton at 1112. The walk worked its way around the
border between the two counties, through the village
of Wardley and Wardley Woods to Uppingham. There
I waited for the 1425 bus back to Leicester, then
home. (4 buses 4 hours and 4.5 miles of walking. 7
hr day)

To conclude, only another three days and I will have
completed the Rutland Round. Next will be the
National Forest Walk; of course on the buses.

Day 3. Wednesday 27th August 2014. Another late
start, I took the 0914 bus to Leicester followed by
the bus to Uppingham. The time was now 1120, and
the day was good. The walk left Uppingham towards
Eyebrook Reservoir on the edge of an escarpment.
This gave some wonderful views of the surrounding
countryside. Soon the small village of Stoke was
reached which was my lunch stop. My final
destination after lunch was the village of Lyddington.
The bus arrived at 1420; at 1514 I was back in

Geoff Kelham
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PRESIDENTS MEET 9-10 October 2015
CHAMOIS MOUNTAIN CENTRE, LLANBERIS
Cost will be £35 for the weekend payable in advance (cheques made payable to D
GAIR) – which includes:
two nights accommodation, Fri night kitchen buffet;
Sat afternoon tea and homemade cakes
3-course dinner on Saturday evening, all wine, tea and coffee
Sleeping bags required. NOTE: Limited to the first 40 applicants.
(Note: Some barrels of Real Ale will be on tap both Fri night & Sat night)

HMC “ALPINE MENU”

Please tick your choices and pass to Dave Gair by 1 October

• Vegetable Potage ……
Homemade vegetable soup

• Egg Mimosa ……

Eggs; Mayo; Lardons; Salad

• Fruit Antipasti ……

Honeydew Melon; Blueberries; Lime; Honey

…………………………………………………..
• Beef Bourguignon Pot Pie ……
Steak; Bacon; Vegetables; in Red Wine and Brandy with a Puff Pastry

• Chicken Fricassee ……

Chicken Breast; Bacon; Butter; Mushrooms with White Wine and Tarragon Sauce

• Tartiflette ……

Potatoes; Cheese; Bacon: Onions etc; with White Wine; Cream

•

Or the TARTIFLETTE “VEGGIE VERSION” ……

All served with potatoes & vegetables etc
……………………………………………………
• Nettie’s Tarte Citron ……
with a biscuit base

• Baked French Toast Casserole ……

French Bread; Butter; Cream topped with chopped Pecan/syrup/nutmeg
with either ice cream…… or custard……

• Ice Cream ……
• Cheese Board Selection ……
Wine:

Red …...

White ……

Pink ……

NAME(S) ………………………………………………..
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EDALE APRIL 18
Yet another fine weekend, using a bunk house barn at the farm at
Ollerbrook Booth.
A ten minute or so walk to Nags Head was of course a duty that had to be
done and some chose to eat there on Friday night, by all accounts they had
a good meal. It was certainly busy. I remember the times when the other pub
in Edale the Jolly
Ramblers was the
preferred choice.
The beer was good
for us non diners.

A helping hand from that nice gentleman
from Coalville in Jaggers Clough.
Saturday
Led by Brian K, Carol, Cookie, Ted, Corrine and Mitch left
the barn and contoured around to Jaggers Clough in
bright sunshine, A route I have never done and a
delightful one too, instead of the usual rocky paths onto
Kinder Scout it follows and criss crosses the stream to
the plateau arriving at “Madwomens Stones”.

The Madwomens Stones, Corinne, Carol and Cookie.

A group of DOE’rs and their leaders were having a quiet
lunch here, we soon put paid to the quiet bit as a
snapper in our party insisted on the ladies posing on the
Madwomens Stones. That done we made for Blackden
Edge, Seal Edge and the Fairbrook Naze waterfall where
we turned and crossed the peat bog to the Kinder River.
Took a diversion to the Downfall as Cookie hadn’t been
there , returned up the river...at 2000ft the highest in
England before crossing the bog again to get to the
Crowden Brook and following the edge to Grindlow
Kinder River
Knoll for the descent to Edale.
Sunshine all day. Not sure how many miles but it seemed a lot.
A splendid walk. Better still dinner was being prepared for us by HMC Catering Corps although it has to be
mentioned that Kate made a minor mistake in her choice of menu. Ted
Sue, Kate, Jane, Nettie, Ian. Fantastic weather on our Edale weekend. Ken Wilson's Classic Walk - The Kinder Round
(16 miles)... completed in 7hrs... and a warm welcome at The
Nags Head.
Ed
Sunday
Parked up at Mam Tor and walked the ridge to Lose Hill,
descended from Hollins Cross and walked along the old road
wrecked by the landslide (left) in 1979 back to the car park.
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35th Anniversary Dinner April 24
The club celebrated its 35th anniversary with a
dinner at Woodfarm Brewery, near the wonderfully
named village of Willey.
And to add to the occasion, votes were counted and
the new president was revealed, former chairman
Dave Gair.
Twenty members attended the event with Trowie
donning his best suit to show up the jeans and
casual shirt approach of the other blokes. The ladies
were of course immaculate.
A raffle was held and needless to say, Ed’s sister Sue
probably bagged the best prize a box of bottled ale
generously donated by Louise from the New Plough,
but there was a good selection of other prizes
donated by club members.
The money raised will be put together with the
sweetie box money and donated to Mountain Rescue
at the end of the year.

Cookie pulls out a raffle ticket out of
new presidents Dave’s bag and right
Sue does looking happy winning the
beer.

Watch Out
Chatting to a guy on the allotment today, told me he always planted his herbs in
alphabetical order. I asked him how he found the time, he said that was easy...its next to the
Sage.
And those “wise” words reminded me that my watch packed up the first day in Scotland.
Never realised how useful knowing the time was when on the hill. The sun was no good, too
much rain. I had a phone, but I keep that switched off in my sac. TC

They were on bikes, on a tour...in France
Tour de France...nearly

Paris- Roubaix -2015,

Dave, Roger and at different time, Ted

Roger and I came to the conclusion that our cycling CVs
required some cobbles as cycled by the greats in Belgium and
NE France. We eventually came to the conclusion that riding the
route of a race famous for its cobbled sections, the Paris –
Roubaix would do the trick. The professionals cover the
150miles in a day. Apart from the physical challenge for the
ordinary rider the route finding without the aid of marshals and
markers would make this a fair challenge, so we decided on
two-and-a-half days carrying some gear and then ride back to
the start point.
The first fifty odd miles of the race are straight down the main
road so we devised a route winding through the rural areas on
either side. That took in the section from Compiegne to Saint
Dave gets in the picture of Roger
Quentin. Only 38C. The start o f the next day was similar and
then we joined the route and reached the first cobbled sections. Soon I was struggling uphill, on cobbles into a head
furnace (39C), and thinking that packing a fleece was not one of my brighter ideas. All despair was dispelled however
when we found the Tour de France teams were training on the same sections as us. These sections would form part of
stage 4. Soon we were in the shade with the French AG2R team as they changed wheels and later watched Tinko Saxoff
power through. We made it to Valenciennes and the following day made it to Roubaix, via the infamous Arenberg trench.
On arrival in Roubaix we circled the velodrome with our panniers. We were made very welcome by the local cycle club and
after a beer travelled on to Seclin. The last two days were a gentle return through rural France via Peronne where we were
told the local thermometer had hit 41C.
The next two days saw us drive up to Belgium and ride in to see stage three of the Tour.

And Ted thanks all those who sponsored him for his London to Paris Bike Ride (300 miles) for children in Zambia
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Wednesday Pub Walks

Whether you’ve been cooped up all day at work, or spent half the week on the allotment, what better way to
break the week up than a mid-week walk from a local pub, followed by a beer.
In the last 6 weeks, we’ve been to a grand selection, and been extremely lucky with the weather. Even had a few
new potential members join us and been complimented on our diverse selection of walks. If you get the urge to
join us, the walks usually start at 6.15pm, last until about 8.00pm and follow up with a beer. Occasionally, we
dine at the pub… but that’s not that often… so keep an eye on the forum, or our Facebook page for details…
Just rock up…park ‘n stride!
Ed

On a Stoke Golding walk, aka, the George and Dragon pub walk, the group went through this new
gate which replaced a style donated by the club in1998 in memory of HMC member John Bright.

Carol at the top of Portugal’s highest mountain,
Torre 6539ft.
but see “Over the Garden Wall”

June 15
Ed’s short walk turned out to be 6 miles, but the
views and beer at the Dog and Hedgehog,
Dadlington rounded off a superb evening.
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Picos de Europa, Spain
Never heard of them, I hadn’t, but while planning
a camper-van trip to Portugal, there they were in
Northern Spain, the bit that faces the Bay of Biscay
to the left of the Pyrenees and a little more south.
To be fair Brian Cooper (thanks for the loan of
maps) and On the Buses Geoff had been there.
The Picos National Park is about a two hour drive
from the port of Santander and is about the size
of the Lake District and being close
to the sea can get similar damp,
although warmer but there the
comparison ends, there are no
roads across it and they are karst
limestone mountains with the
highest at 8690ft.
On Brian’s advice we headed for
Fuenta De, like Wasdale, at the end
of the road, unlike Wasdale it lies
at 3200ft. Here is the only
teleferico in the Park as during
winter it is a ski resort. Also has a
cracking camp site with a bar and
views of the mountains several
thousand feet above.
There were half a dozen Brits and
Dutch at the site and we soon met
at the bar to listen to tales of snow
blocking paths up on the tops.

Cable Car 45 mins before it was due to leave,
which at 10.00am, was quite late. There was
already a queue of walkers and climbers with
ropes,and worriedly, ice axes, waiting. We
boarded the crowded second car complete with
two mountain bikes shod with car tyres to the top
station appropriately named El Cable. Two main
routes from here, one for the tourists to take

them to the hotel and restaurant a mile away and
a walkers and climbers route upwards. We took
that path...following the ropes and ice axes.

Fuenta de

Snow...its July and these mountains are level with
Rome. We were to find out.
Sunshine greeted the start of the next day and
taking advice from our fellow Brits arrived at the

Great walking on good paths with the mountains
towering above us, very much like the Dolomites,
we soon met the mountain bikers returning,
pushing their heavy bikes with the oversized tyres
and soon came to the section they had failed on.
Snow, not just the fluffy stuff but hard steeply
angled slopes which completely obliterated the
paths. We pressed on, no worse than routes in UK
in winter and is was sunny and oddly warm
despite the snow underfoot. Lots of folk about,
even school kids on an adventure trip in their
trainers. Our destination was the Naranjo de
Bulnes, a fantastic limestone peak with a 1600ft
vertical wall but arriving at a col where the those
in front were using their axes, we decided that
was far enough So back down the snow fields
back to El Cable as the predicted storm came in
from the west. Thunder and lightning as we
descended with the thrill of the cable car stopping
halfway down when the power failed. But we
arrived eventually as the rain stopped and the sun
came out again. A good night in the bar with the
other Brits.
The next day we awoke to a typically British
claggy rainy morning so up sticks and went to the
north of the Park where it was sunny. Found
anther good camp site at Arenas. It was early so
drove into the mountains to Poncesbos to recce
the start for the next days planned walk along the
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Picos de Europa
Cares Gorge. But first a trip up
the mountain to the village of
Bulnes, an ancient village two
miles away without a road,
everything had to be carried up
and down I assume by pack
horses. But thanks to the
generosity of the EEC, aka you
and me, a 2km funicular has
been built straight through the
mountain, dead straight to the
village. We took a one way trip
to see this place and seven
minutes later we were there,
wondering which of the three
bars to go into, but they were all
crowded with tourists as village
life went on with a tractor
moving cattle feed about. The
tunnel has certainly brought new
life to this place. We took the
old footpath to return to
Poncesbos and what was to be
the start of the next days walk.
The Cares Gorge. (Garganta del
Cares)
A spectacular 9 mile walk
through this limestone gorge
which is a mile deep in places .
The path was built to service a
canal which provides water for
the hydroelectric scheme at
Poncesbos.
The path clings to the side of
the gorge or tunnels through
the rock. At times it is a 1000ft
above the river Cares with no
fence or wall should you wander
off. For this reason bikes and
dogs are not allowed.
We were soon overtaken by
younger and fitter walkers...and
kids despite being the first at
the car park but it not a walk to be hurried,
Fantastic views especially as it was sunny and a
hot day.
After 3½ hours we arrived at the end of the gorge
and which is no more than 10 yards wide with a
dam to provide the water for the canal. A few
hundred yards beyond the dam there were a
couple of restaurants a gift shop and best of all
an ice cream shop. There is also a road here, but
to return to Poncesbos would be a journey of
50miles so it was a 9 mile walk back to the car.
Just as interesting as the sun now was shining on
the other wall of the gorge. Finally reached the
car and a nearby bar for a well deserved beer.

Cares Gorge

Can highly recommend this area, great walking
and climbing, but take an ice axe.
Ted
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All for three ticks.
Munro bagging. Ted.
July

pumped storage power station forty years ago. It was
therefore to be done, although not on my list.

Had a week to myself so toddled up to a very rainy
Scotland with a few Munro routes planned.

Monday. Ben Cruachan 1126m 3694ft
It started raining about midnight and continued all day.
The clag was down to 2000ft but I got an early start only
to be frustrated that the Power station visitors car park,
the start point in my ancient guide book, was closed.
Clearly my ancient guide book was not up to date. neither
was my 40 year old map. Finally at 1100am I found the
start point by Cruachan Station. Reached the dam by a
very wet path through the trees, struck up the hill and
tried to follow the ridge. The book clearly shows a path,
but I think that was a figment of someones imagination.
But I was going up in the right direction according to the
compass. The rain continued and now it was getting
windy and chilly. July eh! and it was very wet

Beinn Dorain looking south.
Sunday.. Beinn Dorain 1074m 3530ft
Raining throughout the night, Went over to Glen Lochy to

underfoot.Taking a break for a nibble I took a look at my
Ipad (yes I know) but it had Memory Map on it and low
and behold, being more up to date, it showed the correct
path, at the end of the reservoir road, not marked on my
old map. As the weather deteriorated I decided to keep

have a look at Ben Lui. Though the rain had eased by
now, the River Lochy which had to be forded was at least
two foot over normal depth, and with enough force to
power Stanton. Sod that for a game of soldiers I thought,
but it did explain why six or so well equipped walkers

going until the first summit Meall Cuanail 918 metres, a
munro top, descend to the bealach tot hat path and call it
a day.
However from the col there was an obvious path upwards,
so casting dampness to the winds I slogged up, struggled

(dry) had come back from the river as I was parking.
So up to Bridge of Orchy to have a look at Beinn Dorain
1074m, the mountain that overshadows the main A82
road. This would solve a problem for me, Carol and I had
climbed it in winter a couple of years ago but we did it in

over the summit boulder field to the summit and its
stump of a trig point. at least no argument this was the
summit. Now to return to the bealach, there are several
ridges from the top, one goes to the next munro Stob
Diamh, but along a very narrow ridge, one goes to

the clag and having reached a massive cairn tuned back
only to find later that the guide book gave it as a false
summit and the true summit was another 100 yards
further on. So a second try.
I followed the Allt Coire an Dothaidh burn to the col

another top but nowhere else and the north one goes to
oblivion. So out with the compass, due south was the way
down to the col and the path to the reservoir road, a mile
along that that brought me to the dam. Noticed that when
I went up the pumped storage reservoir was half full and

between Dorain and Beinn an Dothaidh. Some readers will
recall that on a Glencoe meet a couple of years back Dave
Teece posed for a picture under a massive cornice on this
mountain earning himself a "Tat".
Here I met a couple of "abandoned' women, (their

now several hours later it was half empty. Arrived back
at the van seven hours later, damp, but with the van I was
able to change into a full set of dry clothes. Bliss, but
another tick.
"Wild Camping" that night!. Sod that, back to the camp

description) as you do, they were enjoying a fag whilst the
rest of their group were up the hill.
I took the contouring path around the mountain, this was
a mistake, although clear on the ground it went up and
down and down and up to the far side of the hill and

site, a shower, dinner and a bevy or two at the camp site
bar.

back to the real summit. So ticked at last. Returned along
the much better ridge path and down to The Bridge of
Orchy. A bit of sunshine between the showers gave rare
good views of the week.
Drove down Glen Lochy that evening and "Wild Camped"
at a forestry car park. "Wild Camping" thats what folk in
Mobilehomes with their toilets and showers call it. Tosh!
Its road side camping. Anyway I pulled in and as I cooked
dinner, (out of cans), I was surprised at the number of
cars coming throughout the evening into the car park
containing a lady and gentleman and when they saw me
they drove off again. Don't know why!
The evening was dry and a highlight on the visitors board
was the view of Ben Cruachan, one of the few mountains I
have been inside. Carol and I had visited the Cruachan

Ben Crucachan
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Tuesday Day off
Raining all night, Campsite very wet.

cloud parted across Rannoch Moor. Finally reached the
summit, another tick. Getting cold now. Returned the same

Took a day off and visited Oban the coast and
the Crinan Canal and the sun came out..for a short while
and returned across Rannoch Moor to another "Wild Camp",
this time at the well known car park overlooking Loch Tulla.
I parked up, soon to be joined by a VW camper, with a

way, finally going up my knees in bog a hundred yards
away from the van.
Back to the camp site for a shower. And a walk to the
Drovers Pub, a few hundreds yards from the Beinn Glas
campsite.

"Just Married" sign. Soon joined by, French, Dutch and
Scottish vans. Although not sunny, the views are
spectacular, especially as some of the peaks are recent
HMC summits, Stob a Choire Odhair, 943m, on the
Blackmount range, a recent winter ascent and to the south

Thursday
Heavy rain all night.
9.00am Gave up, went home.

west, Beinn a Chreachain 1081m, where Ray had trouble
with his crampons and also to the right, the
aforementioned Beinn an Dothaidh, where Dave T earned
his "Tat". This left Beinn Achaladair 1039m between the
two.
Thats was to be tomorrow’s target.
Wednesday Beinn Achaladair 1039m 3409ft
5.00am Brilliant Sunrise
6.00am Cloudy
7.00am Raining
Parked at the Achnallader car park. The path is signposted
from here and well marked although very wet, everywhere
is wet. The climb starts at the footbridge over the railway,
took two hours to reach the bealach and then turned left…
is that OK President Dave!, easier going now, still raining
with a bit of ice in the rain as well, but views when the

Rare sunshine, looking towards Beinn Achaladai (on the left)

A few pics off the HMC
facebook page.
On the left, could be
bear trouble for Garry
Lewin near Torri del
Benaco, Italy.
above Stan Crow’s pic
taken from the via
Ferrara Catinaccio
d’Antermoia at 3000m,
right, the Cosmiques
Arete before being
climbed by Chris and
Stacey.
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Memorial to Sir Hugh Munro.
At the car park overlooking Loch Tulla on the Rannoch
Moor road to Glencoe. Found while I was “Wild
Camping” nearby. Never noticed it before.
Ted

CAMERA, Guide to pubs and beer...and camp sites.
Stayed at the Beinn Glas camp Site at Inverarnan, just north of Loch Lomond,
used by walkers on the West Highland Way, Bar, beer, (nothing special and pricey,
but there), restaurant and a useful shop. Nearby is the Drovers Inn (left) Well
known with a stuffed bear in the entrance. Deuchars beer fine, good food.
Always seems full of West Highland Way walkers from all over the world.
Yorkshire Dales, Nice little site at Malham close to the Cove, pubs nearby and at
Horton in Ribblesdale another cracking site.
Further afield, Picos de Europa, Spain,
great site at Arenas to the north of the
National Park, bar, restaurant, village just
down the road. The sign on the outside gives
a clue as to its location.
Fuente De in the Picos,cracking site, the end
of the road but with a bar and wi fi.

A visit to sunny and hot
Croft..the one in Porto,
Portugal where they
make Port and Sherry.

Locally, George and Dragon, Stoke Golding,
Dog and Hedgehog, Dadlington, Rising Sun,
Shackerstone all been good stops for
Wednesday Walks.
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Hinckley Mountaineering Club
Affiliated to the British Mountaineering Council

Over the Garden Wall
from the Gutter Picture Press

New Plough
Leicester Road
Hinckley
Every Thursday 9.00pm
hinckleymountaineering@hotmail.com
www.hinckleymc.org
Go to the web site to check the Forum
OUTSIDE NOW! contributions to
tedcotttrell@mac.com
Meets
In addition to the monthly meets, There are a range of activities including climbing,

walking and mountain biking, all arranged on an ad-hoc basic at the Holywell Pub on
Thursday evenings or on the club Forum. And don’t forget the “Saga Louts” for midweek
walking.
To book a hut, contact Ed on 01455 274174 and pay a deposit of £5.
Huts
Unless told otherwise, you will need a sleeping bag and food for the weekend and your kit.
All huts and hostels have cooking facilities although some members use the local hostelry.
All huts have showers with the exception of one, are heated and where possible, ladies
have a room to themselves.
Please note that most of the properties are mountaineering club huts and not Holiday
Cottages. Some are suitable for family groups, some are not. Check with Ed on this one.
Be Green.. try and share cars, again check with Ed to see who is going.
And don’t forget the earplugs...or an iPod

What has Katie done now?

Kit.
If you need to borrow kit, the club has some
harnesses, crampons, ice axes and helmets.
Members of this club are renowned for hanging
on to kit, sacs, waterproofs and even boots. Ask!

Climbing
Climbing takes place most Tuesday
evenings at the wall at various
locations, see the forum or facebook
and on real rock if the weather allows.
Check the forum for details

Email: inedwards@hotmail.com
Tel: 01455 274174
DATES FOR YOUR DIARY (Hut meets in bold)
	

	


	


Aug 14th Nant Gwnant
Sept 11 Patterdale
Oct 9 Llanberis, Presidents meet

There has been some discussion as to whether we need a new logo,
here is a suggestion from the mountaineering museum of the Picos
de Europa in Spain.

Oct 29 Magic lantern Show at the New Plough
Nov 6 Eskdale
Nov 19th AGN New Plough
Dec 6 Beddgelert

Oops, forgot to mention that the main road crosses the top of
the highest mountain in Portugal, Torre 6539ft. The
elaborate “trig” point is in the middle of the car park.
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